Need for Comp Sci dept proposed
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Professors of anonymity to be presented in the ends.

Sessions of a separate department is clearly political, that is, political decisions on the same set of facts come out differently. "The arguments for such a separate CS department are good argu-

ments, but they are arguments for a new discrete society," according to one faculty member. "This is just one more fight that concept very hard. It's political."

"The problem is not one of discussion on the use of computers," said one CS professor, "Discussions of a separate department have focused more on a political campaign," he contin-

ued. "In terms of what's coming up for or against over-
simplification within the department as it applies to faculty."

The professor continued, "Part of the problem is that none, some people see no solution. It is not discussion that leads to this, but the fact that people do not want to discuss into con-

cords and then become afraid to discuss changes that might bring difficult change position."

"Using that kind of public discus-

sion tends to look like lobbying. I do not want to diminish my effectiveness in congress, by taking a position."

The two, along with Professor Joel Moses and Associate Profes-

sor Alfred Keil, said, "There is no middle ground here."

Moses told The Tech, "It was a mistake to speak up in the faculty, and I have never regretted it."

"While stressing that his posi-

tion was a minority position, Moses believes there is "a possi-
bility" for the full faculty to talk about which people feel so strongly about their positions they will regret later."

Moses also believes that it is impossible for the computer science depart-

ment to be presented in the paper, and that some students have given bad decisions about the issue of any department."

"There are certain positions that cannot possibly be brought out in the faculty," he said, "and this would apply to open discussion within the depart-

ment as it applies to faculty."

Prof. Ed Fredkin

Rallies held on Midwest

Arab teach-in

(Continued from page 1)

Israel claims its forces and Israeli tank columns on the Syrian front Monday. In a more which quickly brought sharp rebuke from nearly all Arab nations, the State Department announced Monday that the United States had already begun to resupply Egypt with military equipment, in response to a massive and sudden repulse of the Arab. The State Department, however, was to assist the Arabs in every way it could. Although the US government continues to deny any direct involvement in the war, Syria yesterday claimed to have downed unmanned Phantom jets, and to have captured American pilots.

Both King Hussein of Jordan and King Faisal of Saudi Arabia announced over the weekend they were sending troops to help on the Syrian front, but Syrian commanders did not mention any such troops participating in actions Monday and the 350 mile border between Jordan and Israel remained quiet throughout the day.

Israel claims forces advance

The latest reports from the Middle Eastern war zone Monday continued to be contradictory. The Israeli army command claimed to control the skies over Damascus and Cairo, while Egyptians claimed to have shot down nine Israeli planes. Egyptian sources also announced that their forces had conducted a dramatic early morning raid behind the Israeli lines on the Sinai front.

Fredkin believes that CS is as important as mathematics and it is undergoing a similar but greatly accelerated process with the practical uses being discovered. He added that the theoretical base being laid in Israel.

These are some of the activi-

ties and areas of interest people refer to when they talk of com-

puter science. (Please see page 6)

"Maybe we understand how important computer science will eventually understand how important professional identity."
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